Hepatitis C virus helicase is a molecular motor that splits nucleic acid duplex structures during viral replication, therefore representing a promising target for antiviral treatment. Hence, a detailed understanding of the mechanism by which it operates would facilitate the development of efficient drug-assisted therapies aiming to inhibit helicase activity. Despite extensive investigations performed in the past, a thorough understanding of the activity of this important protein was lacking since the underlying internal conformational motions could not be resolved. Here we review investigations that have been previously performed by us for HCV helicase. Using methods of structurebased computational modelling it became possible to follow entire operation cycles of this motor protein in structurally resolved simulations and uncover the mechanism by which it moves along the nucleic acid and accomplishes strand separation. We also discuss observations from that study in the light of recent experimental studies that confirm our findings.
Introduction
Hepatitis C is a liver disease caused by infection with the hepatitis C virus (HCV). According to the world health organization (WHO), about 150 million people are chronically infected by HCV with 3 to 4 million additional infections every year. About 75-85% of newly infected individuals develop chronic disease with long-term complications including liver cirrhosis and liver cancer. Since to date no vaccine is available and more than 350,000 patients die yearly in consequence of hepatitis C disease, the virus poses a major health concern.
HCV belongs to the family of Flaviviridae and has a positive sense singlestranded RNA genome that consists of a single open reading frame, which is translated into a single protein of approx. 3,000 amino acids. This polyprotein is further cleaved by viral and cellular proteases into three structural and seven non-structural proteins, which organize replication and packaging of the viral genome. A key role in the multiplication process of the virus is occupied by non-structural proteins NS5A and NS3, which function as molecular motors directly interacting with RNA. NS5A is a polymerase that synthesizes new viral RNA while NS3 contains a large portion that operates as a helicase, capable of translocating along single nucleic acids strands and separating their complementary strands or remove proteins bound to them [1] .
Due to their eminent role in the replication machinery of HCV, these proteins have attracted much attention as possible targets for anti-HCV drugs and thus towards the development of effective treatments [2] [3] [4] .
Hepatitis C virus helicase
Helicases are motor proteins that are powered by adenosine-triphosphate (ATP) molecules and ubiquitous in virtually all processes that involve manipulation of DNA and RNA [5] . They are capable of displacing proteins bound to the nucleic acids, removing secondary structures and, most prominently, separating their duplex structures into single-stranded components [6, 7] . Hence, they play a central role in replication, recombination and repair of nucleic acid substrates. Likewise generally in molecular motors, the operation of helicase proteins relies on cyclic internal conformational motions driven by binding of an ATP molecule, its hydrolysis into adenosinediphosphate (ADP) and a phosphate Pi, and the dissociation of the chemical products [8, 9] . These internal structural changes are used to generate forces on the nucleic acid strand and allow the helicase to translocate along it and eventually implement its particular function.
The NS3 helicase was the first HCV protein that could be successfully crystallized and to date represents the probably best-characterized helicase molecule. The first structures of this protein were reported in 1997 by Yao et al. and, bound to a short fragment of DNA oligonucleotides, in 1998 by Kim et al [10, 11] . Figure 1 shows the molecular architecture of HCV helicase. The protein consists of three domains that are arranged in a Y-shaped form. Domains I and II are structurally related and referred to as the helicase motor domains. At the open interface between these domains, ATP molecules can arrive and bind to a pocket that is located close to the surface of domain I. The motor domains are separated from the third helicase domain by a large deep cleft in which a single nucleic acid strand can be bound and hold.
In the past the HCV helicase protein has been the subject of numerous investigations, aiming to explore its functional properties and understand the mechanism by which it operates. Despite its clinical relevance it has thus become also a prototype helicase representing a broad class of structurally and functionally related proteins [12] . Already the first crystallographic studies of HCV helicase have indicated the mobility of motor domain II, which is flexibly linked to motor domain I, and discussed its possible functional role.
Based on the early studies, time-resolved single molecule experiments have been designed and important aspects of HCV helicase operation were investigated in optical tweezer setups and using fluorescence analysis [13, 14] .
These experiments have elucidated the ATP-dependent unwinding activity of the helicase on DNA and RNA duplex structures and greatly contributed to the understanding of helicase function. Although models for the operation of HCV helicase have been established and theoretical investigations were performed additionally [6, 11, 15] , the internal conformational motions related to interactions with ATP molecules in this protein could not be sufficiently resolved and thus the particular mechanism by which HCV helicase moves along nucleic acid strands and performs strand separation remained elusive hitherto. In this situation, modelling studies that are based on present structures of HCV helicase and employ methods from computational biology may play an important role.
In this article we review investigations that have been previously performed by us for HCV helicase. We shall focus here on the conceptual aspects of our analysis and present our findings in a rather general framework, while a more profound description including details can be gathered from our original publication [16] . Moreover, we will discuss our findings in the light of novel crystal structures of HCV helicase complexed with ATP-mimicking nucleotides and DNA and RNA.
Computational Biology Methods
The function of any protein relies on its intrinsic structural flexibility and is caused by internal conformational motions. Since these motions can be hardly resolved to a sufficient extend by experimental methods and, furthermore, available structural data provides only static snapshots, capturing a protein at a few steps along its operation, our knowledge about the operation principles of proteins is often limited. On the other side, the tremendous increase of computational power that has become available over the last decades have enabled the investigation of protein dynamics in computer simulations and opened promising new possibilities in protein research employing numerical modelling.
Widespread approaches that have become a standard tool of computerassisted molecular biology are molecular dynamics simulations [17] [18] [19] . These descriptions take into account all atoms of a protein and allow to model complicated interactions between them by using multi-parameter force-fields. To overcome these difficulties, coarse-grained models of protein dynamics have been developed and became increasingly popular in the past [20] . Being based on rigorous approximations, they allow a straightforward numerical implementation and can drastically reduce the computational burden. In such models, the structure of a protein is simplified and the complicated intramolecular interactions are replaced by effective potentials. A coarse-grained approach commonly used to investigate dynamics of protein machines is the elastic network model [21, 22] . Within this description, entire amino acid residues of a protein structure are typically replaced by single identical beads and interactions between them are mediated by empiric harmonic potentials that depend only on the distance between any two beads. Within the framework of this model, a protein is therefore viewed as an elastic object, i.e. a network of beads connected by deformable elastic springs. Despite the coarse-grained nature of elastic network descriptions and the gross simplification made, these models have been proved powerful in describing ATP-induced slow motions in molecular machines and advanced the understanding of important aspects of their collective dynamics [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
In the first part of this review we will explain how an elastic-network description of HCV helicase that incorporated interactions with ATP-ligands was established and individual operation cycles were followed in computer experiments. We will then show how the dynamical modelling was extended to include also interactions with nucleic acid strands, which allowed us to study how internal conformational motions are coupled to progressive helicase locomotion and follow the mechanism of strand separation.
ATP-induced operation cycles of HCV helicase
We have used the nucleotide-free structure determined by Yao et al. in 1997 [10] (Protein Data Bank (PDB) code 1HEI) to construct the elastic network of HCV helicase. The network (shown in Figure 1B ) consisted of 443 identical beads, which represented entire amino acid residues, and elastic springs connecting any two beads if their spatial distance was below a prescribed interaction radius of 8 Angstroms. A spring connecting two beads was assigned the natural length that corresponded exactly to the distance between the two beads as extracted from the PDB file. Therefore, by construction, the initial network represented a steady conformation of the protein. When, however, interactions between the network and ligands are taken into account, network dynamics can be induced and related conformational motions analyzed. The internal motions of proteins in solution are dominated by friction and internal forces are negligible already on time-scales slower than tens of picoseconds.
The slow ATP-related conformational motions in protein machines and molecular motors are certainly overdamped. Therefore, within the elastic network model, slow conformational motions of a protein are described as relaxation motions of its corresponding elastic network. If for simplicity thermal fluctuations and hydrodynamical interactions are neglected, the dynamics of the network can be described by equations of motion that correspond to Newton mechanics (see [16] ). This set of equations is numerically integrated in the computer simulations to obtain the position of all network beads at every instant of time. In this way structural changes of the protein network can be conveniently traced.
To follow ATP-induced dynamics in HCV helicase, we have established a ligand-elastic-network model that incorporated binding of ATP, its hydrolysis, and the dissociation of the product in an approximate fashion.
ATP itself is a relatively complex molecule and its interactions with the protein rely on complicated processes and involve chemical details that cannot be accounted for in our description. To remain consistent with the approximate nature of the model, we have described an ATP molecule by a single ligand bead (the substrate ligand) and modelled its binding process to the ATP-pocket by allowing it to physically interact with network beads present there. Specifically, upon binding the substrate ligand could create spring connections to four selected beads inside the binding pocket. These particular interaction beads corresponded to amino acid residues that belong to sequence motifs, which have been shown to be conserved among all helicases and are crucially involved in interactions with ATP. The additional ligand springs were initially stretched so that initiated by the binding process, attractive forces between the ligand and the four pocket beads were generated and network deformations became induced. First localized in the binding pocket they gradually spread and resulted in conformational motions of the entire protein network until eventually a steady network state that corresponded to the network-ligand complex was reached. In this conformation, to roughly emulate the hydrolysis of ATP, we assumed that the substrate ligand became converted into the product ligand, which In addition to these large-scale domain rearrangements, we recognized another component of the same dynamics that was more subtle and consisted in motions of the domains with respect to the cleft that holds the nucleic acid strand. Such changes become apparent in the side view perspective of the protein (see Fig. 2 ): Under binding of the ligand, motor domain I moved upwards and therefore broadened the cleft at one side, whereas motor domain II moved downwards narrowing the cleft at the opposite side. Along the back-motion of the network, after removal of the product ligand, the situation was reversed. Domain I moved down again whereas domain II was lifted away from the nucleic acid cleft.
Our findings suggest that by performing these motions relative to the cleft that holds the nucleic acid strand, each of the motor domains is capable of controlling its grip on the strand. Consequently, by weakening or tightening the grip depending on the presence of the substrate ligand, the largeamplitude opening and closing motions of the motor domains can be translated into steady translocation along the single nucleic acid strand by means of a ratchet mechanism. To demonstrate the mode by which HCV helicase is able to move along nucleic acid strands, we have performed simulations in which an approximate description of a DNA strand was included and interactions between the protein and DNA were accounted for in a simplified way.
Ratcheting inchworm translocation
We have extended our dynamical description to incorporate interactions between the HCV helicase and a single DNA strand. While apparently detailed models of DNA and its dynamical properties are available, it was more important for our purposes, to employ a proper mechanical description of this molecule. To remain consistent with the coarse-grained modelling implemented so far, a single DNA strand was described as a chain of identical beads, which were consecutively linked by elastic springs (see Fig. 1B ). The chain, which was representing the sugar-phosphate backbone of DNA, was placed roughly in the center of the nucleic acid binding cleft and was allowed to undergo deformations such as stretching and bending when interacting with the helicase.
Regarding the interactions between HCV helicase and the nucleic acid, it is known that instead of being distributed over the entire cleft, major contacts to the sugar-phosphate backbone of DNA are established to specific conserved amino acid residues of the protein [11] . These are Thr269 from motor domain I and Thr411 from motor domain II. In our description we have restricted helicase-DNA interactions to those two key residues and modelled them only roughly via additional elastic links that were established when a motor domain moved towards the DNA strand and removed when a motor domain was lifted from the strand. As described in the previous section, upon binding of the substrate ligand to the helicase network motor domain II moved down and therefore tightened its grip on the DNA strand (hand-on state) whereas at the same time motor domain I moved away from the strand and weakened its grip (hand-off state). Therefore, when the substrate ligand was bound, we have created a stiff bond between the Thr411-bead from motor domain II and the nearest bead in the DNA chain, while a bond connecting the Thr269-bead from motor domain I to the chain was absent. Then, along the formation of the network-ligand complex, the large-amplitude slow conformational changes occurred under which motor domain I moved towards domain II until they were in tight contact. At this stage, when the ligand after its conversion from substrate into product was removed, the grip of the motor domains on the DNA was reversed. Consequently, the bond between motor domain II and the DNA was removed (hand-off) and at the same time a bond between the Thr269-bead from motor domain I and the nearest bead in the DNA was established (hand-on). Then, during the ligand-free part of the operation cycle, the motor domains slowly moved away from each other, this time with motor domain I holding the DNA chain. After one ligand-induced operation cycle, the helicase is found again in the initial open-shape conformation with the motor domains being separated, but became effectively transported along the DNA -as we found -by one single base in the chain. The translocation mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3 where snapshots from the simulation are depicted.
With the described model extensions we could successfully uncover, in a structurally resolved way, the mechanism by which HCV helicase is able to move along a single DNA strand. The style of locomotion along DNA used by HCV helicase is reminiscent of the mechanism by which worms deform themselves to crawl along trees. The ATP-dependent opening and closing motions of the two motor domains are converted into directed base-by-base translocation along the DNA strand by an integrated ratcheting mechanism of these domains, i.e. the alternating gripping (hand-on hand-off style) on the DNA. Because of that analogy, the described mechanism of propagation along DNA employed by HCV helicase is referred to as the ratcheting inchworm translocation.
Strand-separation by HCV helicase
In the performed computer experiments, we finally aimed to demonstrate how steady translocation of HCV helicase along the single nucleic acid strand is coupled to the separation of the second complementary strand. Therefore, we have set up a model of duplex DNA that consisted of two opposite single chains that were bridged by additional links. These connections were intended to effectively mimic the attractive interactions between complementary bases of the opposing single chains that stabilize the duplex form of DNA. On the other side, however, these bridge-links could also be broken when the two strands become separated and interactions between them gradually vanished. The duplex DNA was positioned in such a way that the upper strand was again centered in its putative binding cleft and the complementary strand was located below the motor domains of the protein (see Fig. 4 ).
While the two motor domains of HCV helicase serve as essential modules, whose opening and closing motions make inchworm translocation possible, the role of the third protein domain is less clear. As revealed from our previous simulations, it is rigidly connected to motor domain I and therefore has to follow its motion. Hence, during progressive translocation of the motor domains the third domain will always be dragged by domain I. This fact may suggest an active role of domain III during the process of duplex separation.
Although little is known about interactions between HCV helicase and the duplex DNA, we can, based on the previously proposed mechanism [11] , assume the following mechanical scenario of action. Under steady translocation of the two motor domains along the upper DNA strand, the third helicase domain encounters the free end of the complementary strand at the DNA fork and interactions between them set in. Particularly, repulsive forces shall appear that tend to push apart the lower DNA strand and prevent it from penetrating into the protein structure where it would cause partial unfolding. In the simulation we have therefore assumed that the lower DNA strand was always subject to an overall repulsive force that was generated by beads from the third helicase domain and which became strong at short distances.
With the implemented setup we have traced three ligand-induced operation cycles of HCV helicase within a single simulation and observed how progressive base-by-base inchworm translocation along the upper DNA strand lead to separation of the lower strand. In Figure 4 snapshots taken at different time moments during the simulation are provided. As the two motor domains moved along the upper DNA strand, the third helicase domain was dragged into the free space at the duplex fork. As a result of the repulsive interactions that tried to prevent contact of this domain with the lower strand, forces pushing away that strand were generated. As these forces built up, Eventually these connections became broken one after another and the duplex DNA was successively unzipped. Our simulation show that the third helicase domain acted like a wedge that, in the course of translocation along the upper strand, was pressed between the two DNA strands and mechanically separated them. We found that HCV helicase had broken three base-pairs after three translocation steps, one base-pair at a time. Here, we present a review of computer-assisted investigations that have been previously performed for the helicase protein of hepatitis C virus (HCV) employing coarse-grained molecular dynamics methods. HCV helicase is a molecular motor that translocates over nucleic acid strands and splits their duplex structure. Since it plays a crucial role in the replication cycle of the virus, HCV helicase presents a major target for drugs and understanding of the functional properties underlying its operation is a key step towards the development of efficient anti-HCV therapies.
Conclusions and recent experiments
Despite a lot of past studies, the mechanism by which HCV helicase moves over nucleic acid and drives strand separation remained speculative. By establishing a structure-based mechanical model of this protein that included interactions with ATP molecules and DNA in an approximate manner, we were able to follow entire operation cycles of HCV helicase in computer experiments. We have found that the ATP-induced dynamics in this protein consisted in well-organized large-amplitude conformational changes and involved concerted relative motions of the two motor domains. These motions are functional and, as identified from our simulations, can lead to progressive base-by-base inchworm translocation along a single DNA strand my means of a ratchet mechanism. Along this process, the third helicase domain acts as a wedge that is pressed between the two DNA strands and actively separates the duplex structure by breaking base-pairs one at a time.
The ratcheting inchworm translocation had been previously proposed based on experimental data. Furthermore these results suggested that DNA unwinding occurs in bursts, whereas our findings reveal that base-pairs are broken step by step. After our work was published, Charles M. Rice reported in 2010, in his Inaugural Article in PNAS, novel crystal structures for a set of HCV helicase complexes with ATP-mimics and bound single-stranded DNA [29] . They provide, for the first time, conformational snapshots along the functional cycle of HCV helicase and allow to discuss the molecular basis of became available in its nucleotide-free conformation and bound to a nonhydrolyzable analog [30] . They also evidence large domain motions and the switching from open to closed conformation in response to binding of the ATP-mimicking ligand and point towards a mechanism of unidirectional stepping along RNA by one base-pair per hydrolysis cycle, caused by alternating affinities of the helicase to bind the RNA.
The novel structural data has unravelled important aspects of the molecular mechanisms that underlie the activity of HCV helicase and thereby largely contributed to the understanding of how this important molecular motor performs its operation. In Figure 5 , observations from our simulation are compared with the experimentally determined structures. The structural data is in well agreement with the predictions of conformational motions as revealed from our computer experiments, as they confirm both the essential relative motions of the motor domains and the ratchet mechanism employed by the protein to translate them into locomotion along the nucleic acid strand with a step-size of one single base. In addition to the static structures, results from high-resolution optical tweezers experiments, aimed to follow the unwinding of double-stranded RNA by HCV helicase, have been reported in 2011 by the Bustamante lab [31] . They observe an opening of the duplex structure in single base-pair steps, which is consistent with what we have found in our computer experiments. It should be mentioned that recently coarse-grained modelling of HCV helicase has been combined with atomistic simulations [32] . The obtained results are in support of the inchworm model of helicase locomotion and propose key amino acid residues crucial for the translocation machinery.
In summary, using coarse-grained structure-based modelling that included interactions with ATP molecules and DNA in an approximate fashion, we were able to follow entire operation cycles of an important molecular motor in computer experiments for the first time. Our findings are today confirmed by experimental data that has been acquired recently. Generally, our study demonstrates the feasibility of approximate mechanical models in computer experiments of molecular machines and motors. Despite their coarse-grained nature, such dynamical descriptions are capable of explaining functional aspects of these nanoscale engines and therefore help to understand the general principles by which they operate. Although approaches from computational biology have been proven remarkably successful in assisting in protein research, their explanatory power is also limited and apparently they cannot replace the experiments. Recently, large progress has been achieved in single-molecule techniques to investigate protein dynamics. In experiments that are based on the high-speed atomic force microscopy it became possible to observe protein machines as they perform their operation [33, 34] . These approaches offer new possibilities towards understanding the important machines that control life at the nanoscale. Researchers may also use such experimental methods to investigate helicase motors in the future.
